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Public Transport Information Coordination Group
Issue Proforma

Reference number 97

Submitter/Owner Name:               Peter Stoner on behalf of Richard Bassett

Organisation:     Ito World on behalf of Translink

Email address:   peter.stoner@itoworld.com, 
Richard.Bassett@Translink.co.uk

Title/Short 
description

Include Northern Ireland holidays in TransXchange

Issue description Translink use TransXchange and they export data using the dating terms 
such as “Does not run on All Bank Holidays”.  When TransXchange is 
exported a recipient will assume the England and Wales holiday dates 
apply resulting in the timetable data not matching the service being 
operated.

Issue 
manifestation

Errors in data for Google Maps and other journey planners that extend 
beyond Ireland.

This has not caused a problem with internal systems where the dates of 
the bank holidays can be adjusted or within NI where “all bank holidays” 
can be assumed to mean the local holiday dates

Issue severity Downstream systems are having to test the data and make adjustments.  
There is risk associated with this.

Priority code [ALLOCATED BY PTIC SECRETARY]
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Response options Recognising that a new version of TXC may not be feasible, it is suggested
that supplemental guidance is agreed for those needing to process NI 
data, and an expectation that this can be incorporated in future versions 
of standards

NI holidays that need to be recognised are:

St Patrick’s Day (in 2018, 17 March)

Easter Tuesday (in 2018, 3 April)

Battle of the Boyne (in 2018, 12 July)

Battle of the Boyne additional day (in 2018, 13 July)

All NI Bank Holidays, would include the above and NOT include Good 
Friday, the Late May Bank holiday (in 2018, 28 May) and Late Summer 
Bank Holiday (in 2018, 27 August)

The Republic of Ireland uses TXC internally but exports data in GTFS 
format.  They should be consulted to see if any holidays should be 
handled differently so as to extend the applicability of any changes. 

Response actor DfT

Respondent code [ALLOCATED BY PTIC SECRETARY]

Issue progress To be raised at PTIC meeting 5 June 2018

Status code [ALLOCATED BY PTIC SECRETARY]

Completed Proformas should be sent by email to 
mark.cartwright@centaurconsulting.co.uk
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